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                         DECLARATION OF SECESSION 
                                             & 
                          RENUNCIATION OF U.S. CITIZENSHIP 
 
                            NON-NEGOTIABLE DOCUMENT 

                            NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIBLE  

 

Now Comes Sage: Million©® A Sovereign Secured Party creditor and Executor for the  
Estate Of SAGE: MILLION©® Appearing by Special appearance via Pro Per challenging  
Personam Jurisdiction and Subject Matter Jurisdiction.  

 
 

                  <^>  KNOWN ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS  <^> 
 
That I Sage: Million©®. A common law world citizen being first duly sworn an oath deposes and 

says: I Sage: Million©®. Have individual knowledge of the matters contained within this Affidavit. 
I am fully competent to testify herein via this declaration with respect to these matters. 

 
  Upon receipt of this living document. The quasi government known as the United States of 

America and the Federal Government has entered into a real contract with the Executor Sage: 
Million©®.  for the Estate of SAGE: MILLION©® Via, the Security Agreement served on the 
Secretary of State. ( via Certified mail and return signature card) Pursuant to the UCC1 filed on 
10/04/2010 [ File Number: 2010-278-1126-0 ] [Revenue Tracking Number: 1251000] 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



                                     AFFIDAVIT 
 
   I, Sage: Million©®, a Sovereign Secured Party Creditor, free-born living Soul, do hereby 

declare my personal secession And hereby Declare a formal renunciation of 
citizenship/nationality from the political entity and Corporation known as the “United States of 
America“ 
 
 
 
  
 The corporation known as the United States of America and the United States Government, 

including the Federal Government has no inherent legitimacy toward ruling over my life, as this 
arrangement was not created by me, nor obtained my consent.   
  I Sage: Million©®. find it necessary to declare such a separation. The United States has 
recognized the right of expatriation officially since July 27, 1868 by a special act of congress. 

 
     
 
 
 
   By this act of secession, I Sage: Million©®. Here by withdraw any past, present, and future 
consent toward being ruled by this authoritarian organization. I hereby resend and revoke my 
signature on All adhesion contracts. All contractual presumptions are hereby terminated, Any laws, 
edicts, regulations, executive orders, Warrants or demands issued by these organizations will be 
ignored as verbal static emanating from tyrants lacking any legitimate authority over the straw man 
SAGE MILLION©® or the Living soul Sage: Million©®. 
 
 
    By this act of secession, Sage: Million©®. Hereby declares The Sovereign Sage: Million©®. in 
Fact does not consent to being described as a willing citizen, subject, or Federal debt slave. 
Collectively enslaved under the rule of the quasi Government Known as the “United States 
Government,”and/or “the United States of America” nor its permanently ensconced ruling class. I 
hereby refuse to be a participant of, nor a collaborator with the criminal actions executed by those 
individuals declaring to be representatives, employees, or agents of the “United States 
Government.”Or any of the several states, the so called 50 states, or any territory there of. Including 
the Federal Government. 
   Such actions include waging war and stealing the property and wealth of other individuals and 
sovereign nations. Any such actions declared to “be in my name” or “for my benefit or protection” 
will be considered criminal fraud.  
  These actions may be prosecuted in any court so chosen upon retaliation against the fiction and/or 
the living soul, or the Executor/Administrator for the Estate of SAGE: MILLION©®  
  I hereby invoke my God given right and declare myself a Sovereign Secured Party Creditor and 
common law world citizen residing on the North American continent, on any land mass of planet 
earth, oceans, airship/spaceship/vessel or private motorized entity created by said sovereign herein. 
This sovereign is responsible only for actions as a sovereign living soul under Gods law. With 



respect to the Universal Declaration of human Rights, The 10th amendment of the U.S. Constitution 
and the rule of law. 
  The fiction: SAGE MILLION©® is protected by copyright. The Sovereign living soul named herein 
and known as Sage: Million©® is protected by copyright. Copyright infringement on any documents 
issued by any State or Territory of the United States of America,(or any government with treaties 
with The United States) intended for use to imprison, arrest, defraud, or otherwise bring harm to the 
Executor for the Estate of SAGE: MILLION©®, The Fiction SAGE: MILLION©®, The living soul known 
as Sage: Million©®, Or any biological property, including, wife/mate, children, etc. may be 
prosecuted via the security agreement that was served on the Secretary of the United States of 
American via certified mail.  
 Notice : see page (7of 17) article 18. STULTIFICATION CLAUSE: (see Attachment: security Agreement) 
  In this Security Agreement the term “stultify” and /or Stultification” means the following. 
To prevent any third party contract (e.g. Judge, Prosecutor, Agent, or Instrumentality of) from entering another’s 
contract for the purpose of challenging or claiming invalid what one has already filed, registered or secured with 
competent witnesses. 
                                               
 
                                              
                                           
                                          SECURITY  AGREEMENT 

By agreement of the parties, there will be a charge of ($50,000,000.00) Fifty Million per event of  
"Stultification" of this Contract. Upon acceptance of that liability, any of the parties hereto, not including 
the third party may welcome you into the venue of choice, for the privilege of joining this contract. In 
accordance with the fee set forth, any Third Party that will "Stultify" this contract shall be deemed to be in 
default, and the Secured Party is fully authorized to an immediate judicial and/or non-judicable 
foreclosure or any other available remedy to secure said stultification fee. 
                             
Special note: any arrest will be charged $1,000.00 per minute, while said sovereign is held as political 
prisoner, alleged Terrorist, or other charges. plus all court cost, legal fees, including any un-fore seen 
cost on behalf of the Executor for the Estate of SAGE: MILLION©®, all fees to be paid in gold and silver 
only. 

                               
  By this act of secession: I Sage: Million©® declare my body/Living Soul and the fiction: SAGE 
MILLION©® not subject to the rules and regulations of that quasi entity known as the “United States 
Government.” Or the Federal Government, Any attempt to restrict my consumption of any food or 
drug. Will be branded as illegitimate and ignored. Any attempt to actively apply such restrictions by 
this entity will be considered an act of violence and dealt with accordingly in a peaceful, though 
effective and persuasive, manner. I Sage: Million©®.do not maintain any allegiance or loyalty to the 
political abstraction named “The United States of America.” I will not recognize its “boundaries” as 
legitimate, nor use their existence as a regulator or hindrance toward interacting with those 
individuals who reside outside said “boundaries.” I Sage: Million©®.also declare no aggressive 
intentions toward destruction or take-over of this entity, a quasi political abstraction known to 
sentient entities as the “United States of America” and or “United States Government” including the 
Federal Government. I Sage: Million©®.will from this time forward view both with suspicion and as 
dangerous predators, preying on the lives, fortunes, and liberties of free individuals, living souls, and 
sovereigns alike. 
  





 


